
Toddler’s Choice- Inclusive Design
Institute Activity

Introduction

 My name is Richa Purohit. I live in Rajasthan, India. I am a native speaker of Hindi, But I am fluent 
in English as well. I usually work from 09.00am to 7.30pm UTC but since I have my summer 
vacations during  this period so I will be comfortable in adjusting my time schedule according to 
project’s need. I have very clear vision towards my project and just to keep my work on track I divide 
the whole project into major and minor tasks with time deadlines. And I never break the deadlines .

My Primary Email - richapurohitgits@gmail.com

Alternate Email – richapurohit468@gmail.com

IRC nickname on irc.freenode.net- richapurohit

Education and Experience
I'm a final year undergraduate (BTech) student currently studying Computer Science and 
Engineering at Geetanjali Institute of Technical Studies (GITS), Rajasthan, India. I worked in an 
Algoscale Technologies, Noida, India as a software development  intern for 2 month summer 
internship last year.  Languages on which I worked during  that internship are HTML, CSS and 
Javascript. Also I worked on my college projects in the same following languages.  I’m very 
much interested, open and  ready to adapt new technologies. I would love to do work on game 
development this time.  

Project Plan
Name of project

Toddler' game

Description-

The project aims to create an edutainment game for blind toddlers and help them to learn, 
play and explore by digital medium. The games will create by keeping the age of children in 
mind and according to the age of a child, one can change the difficulty level or can chose 
the type of a game.

I am going to  implement  7 different games under this activity. These games are majorly divided into
three categories like ‘Swipe for fun’, ‘touch me’ and’ hello directions’.

mailto:richapurohit468@gmail.com


1. Swipe for Fun-

                  This section includes games based on swiping the screen. As children in very 
young age start to understand how to swipe. I am going to add 3 games in this 
section.

o Rhymes  and stories-

In this game, common rhymes or story would be played and to 
change the rhyme or story, kid need to swipe the screen. Through 
this activity kid will understand how rhymes are changing just by 
swiping figure on the screen.

o Guess the animal -

Similarly, on swiping the screen, different animal voice with their 
name will play.

Through this game, a child will know the different voices of animals 
also the child will know how to swipe the screen.

Also their parents can ask them to guess the animal’s name just by 
playing the voice of that animal through the game.  

2. Touch me –

o Instrumental screen

      A game in which by tapping on screen, different sounds will be played 
according to user’s choice, if a kid wants to change the instrument he/she
needs to swipe the screen and after changing the instrument again by 
tapping on screen a kid can play that instrument’ sound. It’s a fun game 
and child will know different musical instruments.

o Counting -

Playing counting according to parent’s choice, for example if a parent 
only wants to play counting from 1 to 10 to teach their kid, then they 
can set the range of counting in settings and just by tapping on 
screen , numbers will be .

o Body parts -

Kids  will just touch the screen, whatever key he/she will touch, 
according to that a device will ask a question, like “where is your 
nose”, and kid has to touch his own nose after listening the question.



3. Hello Directions –

 Arrow Keys- 

Purpose of this game is to let the child know the directions  i.e. left, 
right , up and down. Computer will dictate the direction, kid has to 
press that arrow key guided by the computer. For example computer 
says ”press the up arrow key to launch the rocket” in the case child 
will press the up arrow key and if in case he/she press wrong arrow 
key the rocket will crashed and marks of a kid will deduct. 

o Gender recognition –

     There will be two type of voices  i.e one of male and another of  
female, the voice  will be played by computer and kids have to guess the 
gender of voice . For example if the voice is of male then kid has to tap 
left side of screen while if the voice is of female then kid has to tap right 
side of  the screen. This is a good example of edutainment.

For development of these games I'll be using web development languages HTML5 , CSS and 
Javascript for basic game shell. I’ll use Crafty framework for game development as it flexible 
framework for javascript games and has a community who use to help fellow game developers to 
built the game also it’s in small size and easy to use. 

Timeline
In my understanding this project requires the following major tasks which can be completed during 
the given timeline as follows :

Week Scheduled Work

April 22-May 22

(Community Bonding 
period)

 Game Idea discussion in the community.

 Consider suggested ideas for improvising the game.

 Produce and discuss about music and sound quality to make game 
more interesting for children.

 Implement a simple game like rhymes and story which comes in the
swipe for fun category. Share among the community for review.



 UI can be changes according to demand reviews of community.

 Develop a clear outline of the project and discuss other 
technicalities relevant for the project also discuss the games rule 
and instructions and create a guideline for it.

Week 1 (May 21-May 
27)

Swipe for Fun Activity- Guess the Animal:

 Add Tutorial Screen for Animal name with their voices at the 
start. Then Test Screen playing only voice of the animal.

 Write the game activity in crafty. Use the artworks produced 
already, make new ones if required.

 Share the activity through a github page for reviews.

Start working on – Instrumental Screen-Touch Me  Game 

Week 2 ( May 28 - 
June 3)

 Instrumental Screen – Touch Me Game:

 Writing code to generate Different instrumental sounds on 
touching keys.

 Share the activity through a github page for reviews.

Week 3 (June 4 - June 
10)

Start working on Counting Numbers- Touch me game

 Write a code to generate counting music on touching keys.

 Write the game activity in Crafty and share it on github for 
review.

Week 4 (June 11- June
17)

Finish the code for Counting Numbers.

 Completion of  code of rhymes and story . 

First Deliverable – Toddler’s Choice with four different games

Preparation for mid-term Evaluations.



Week 5 (Midterm 
Evaluations)

 Share the completed game for evaluation.

Week 6 (June 25- July 
1)

Responding to Mid-Term Evaluations:

Improve and fixing the bugs as suggested after evaluation.

Week 7 (July 2 - July 
8)

Body Parts – Touch Me Game

 Code for questions while touching the keys  .
 Write the game activity in Crafty.
 Share the activity through a github page for reviews

Week 8 (July 9 - July 
15)

Arrow Keys – Hello Directions

 Code for arrow keys game
 Write the game activity in Crafty and share through a github 

page for Reviews.

Week 9 (July 16 - July 
22)

Gender Recognition – Hello Direction Game

 Write the game activity in crafty..
  share the activity through a github page for Reviews.

Week 10 (July 23 - 
July 29)

Second Deliverable -Completed Learn for Fun activity with 11 games 
under four different categories.

Week 11 (July 30 - 
August 5)

Buffer Week

Work on Documentation

Host the activity on a github page and share the link in IDI community for 



feedback and bugs.

Week 12 (August 6 - 
August 12)

Address all the feedback and fix bugs.

Test all the games, clean and organize the code.

Week 13 (Code 
Submission and 
Evaluations )

Clean the code, improve documentation, and submit code .

Project Outcome -

I’ll give my 100% and make you sure that I can complete the task in given time period. Here are 
some pictures showing instance of Toddler’s Choice.

Swipe for Fun



                
Hello Directions

Questions:



1. How will you document your weekly progress?

       By writing a weekly blog and sharing the activity on github

2. How will you ensure your project code continues to be maintained, 
after GSoC?

I like the project’s aim very much which will definitely encourage me more to keep working and 

continues to be maintained, even after GSoc.

3. What is your GitHub account?

richapurohit
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